BRG’s 1709 Wireless Moving Message Display offers a unique way to wirelessly send text and pre-recorded audio messages throughout your facility or campus without adding costly wiring and added infrastructure to your facility. It’s as simple as hanging the sign on the wall and plugging it into an electrical outlet.

This patent pending design follows the recommendations of the NFPA 72 guidelines for emergency mass notification. It has a text warning for the hearing impaired, a audio warning for the sight impaired, and an Amber strobe to catch your attention.

Emergency messages are activated using the BRG Wireless Software installed on an authorized computer or by using a touch tone or cellular telephone. These emergency messages are delivered to all signs or a certain zone within seconds of activation. Up to 245 zones can be set-up throughout your campus. Ten levels of security limit access to authorized staff only.

Messages are predefined in the BRG Software to ensure a concise, detailed message is delivered to each sign in the event of an emergency.

BRG offers models with an un-interruptable power supply (UPS). The UPS model will display a scrolling emergency message for a minimum of 30 minutes without AC power.

When the signs are not being utilized for an emergency, they can be used as a digital dock. The time is synchronized on all moving message displays from the master transmitter.

An Emergency Notification Master Transmitter is required to operate the moving message displays.

The BRG 1709 requires a 110 VAC outlet for power and uses 1.2 V amps of power.

The boards measure 38”W x 4.25”H x 1.25”D.

The integrated speaker produces 98 db at 10 ft. and the volume can be adjusted at each board.

These boards can be mounted directly to a wall with the supplied mounting brackets or you can purchase a double sided bracket or double sided chain mounting system.
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